WHY NOT GIVE

YOUR RACEHORSE, STUD OR

LIVESTOCK THE WINNING EDGE

Fully Biodegradable

Cost Effective

WITH

Toxin Free

Ideal for Allergy Sufferers (People, Animals and Birds)
Eco-friendly

High Absorbent

Virtually Odour Free

Comfortable, Clean, Safe and Warm

New in
Australia

Give your racehorse, stud or livestock
the winning advantage with a healthy
dust free environment
An environmentally friendly alternative to
the traditional wood shavings and straw
Highly absorbent: holds up to three times
its weight in water
Virtually odour free: cardboard corrugation
enables urine to flow through to the floor
allowing absorption from the bottom up

There are no small particles, husks or
hulls to stick to the animals’ fur or coat
Outstanding thermal insulation qualities
enabling animals to keep warm, dry
and comfortable
Provides a sterile environment for
horses recovering from surgery or major
tendon injuries
Has been utilised in the UK and Europe
for the past 26 years

A healthier, cleaner alternative free
from seeds, fungal spores, and toxins

Cardboard chips and shredded paper
available in 20kg bales

Excellent for allergy sufferers (people
and animals) and horses with COPD or
respiratory problems such as heaves

Used bedding can be applied direct to
land for composting and is an excellent
soil fertiliser

Here are a few testimonials from users of this product from around the world.
A Superior Bedding
We have been using cardboard bedding for several years now and feel it is superior compared
to other traditional bedding materials. We especially like it for foaling out our mares and simply
can not be without it for our newborn foals and youngsters!
Chase Arabians, Aubrey, Texas
The Winning Advantage
My idea of good bedding is one that is not dusty, absorbs well, is easy to compost and is
packaged in a manageable size to take to the horse shows. Dust is a major issue with me,
since several problems such as upper respiratory problems and colic stem from a dusty
environment, not to mention making the barn very dirty as well. Absorption is also a necessity
in a stable that is used primarily as a business where odours can be an issue. Being able to
manage the bedding is important, which includes the ease of composting it. Lastly, the need
to transport bedding to the horse shows with ease is
essential, bedding should be easy to stack in the trailer
and be packaged in a compressed form to utilise
available space.

TO:
FROM:
DATE:

TED
SHIGEHISA TANABE
JAN 24, 1997

Dear Ted,
Many thanks for your fax message dated on Jan. 28.
I hope you are all fine and wish you the best in '97.
Our machine is working well everyday and makes our horses be clean and
comfortable.
You know we had a brilliant racing season last year, and also we hope have a
TO:
TED
more great season this year!!
FROM: SHIGE TANABE
In Japan, more and more kinds of farms are using paper, but it is only
DATE: JUNE 1, 1995
Shadai Farm that can make paper beds in very cheaper by our machine.
Please say hello for me to Bobbie and Richard.
Dear Ted,
I have send some of '97 Shadai Farm calendar to you by mail. Some for you
Thank you very much for your fax message.
and Bobbie, and some for Richard.
Our machine is O.K. and the horses and we are very happy.

Best my regards,

bred had won the Japanese 2000 Guiness, Oaks, and finally Japanese Derby !!
And specially, these horses are also by Sunday Silence !
Please say hello for me to Bobbie and Richard.

Shige Tanabe

My World Champion horses stand on nothing but dust free, corrugated cardboard bedding.

Also we are spending a very good racing season because the horses our

Also we are spending a very
good racing season because the horses
our bred had won the Japanese 2000 Guiness,
Oaks, and finally Japanese Derby !! And
specially, these horses are also
by Sunday Silence !
Hope to see you ...

Surprisingly, my wish has come true, a bedding
product that meets every expectation and more. It is
a revolutionary bedding that is made from new
corrugated cardboard cut into small chips, cleaned
of all dust and packaged in a compressed fifty-pound
bag. Overall, This corrugated cardboard gives me a
winning advantage with a product that is easy to use
and creates a dust free environment as well as
countless other advantages.

Best my regards,

Thank you for this wonderful product that will help my business.
Sincerely, David M. Riddle, World Class Horses

Shigehisa Tanabe
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A Successful Racing Season
The horses be clean and comfortable on their bedding. We had a brilliant racing season last
year and we are very happy. We are spending a very good racing season this year because
the horses our bred had won the Japanese 2000 Guiness, Oaks, and finally Japanese Derby!!
And specially, these horses are also by Sunday Silence!
Shigehisa Tanabe, Shadai Farm, Japan

